
 

SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA  
‐ SING THE SONG OF THE UNKNOWN ‐  

ʺSubstantia Innominataʺ is the 10ʺ‐series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related to ʺthe 
Unknownʺ around or within us 

OUT THIS SEPTEMBER 2008:  
 

SUB-08 • HUM - The Spectral Ship   
Two great new pieces by this russian artist from the Moscow-area, most sensible & emotional drone-
ambience, a graceful dance of acoustic reflections & resonances. "Spectral Ship" and "Tidal Fire" 
appear like universal mantras, revealing the basic HUM of the universe. These works seem to represent 
perfectly the concept of the SUBSTANTIA-series: Sound that exists but which is not originating from the 
impact of two subjects in contact. Sound that is simply "there", with no beginning or ending. 
Edition of 500 copies on silver-coloured vinyl, with a full colour sleeve design by DANIEL CROKAERT / 
MYSTERY SEA.  

 

LATEST RELEASES / LABEL‐CATALOGUE:  
SUB-07 • OÖPHOI - Potala  
"Potala" is the first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master! This 10" presents two long 
contemplative tracks into the center of holy places (may it be physically or mentally), opening endless 
spaces with low humming & reverberating meditation-drones!  
"Potala is the name of the big palace of the Dalai Lama in Lhasa, Tibet. A big palace surrounded by  
mighty mountains which has been the center of the tibetan Buddhism until the chinese invasion. A palace 
full of mysteries. This music is a kind of tribute to the tibetan culture...."  
Edition of 500 copies pressed on luminous green vinyl, full-colour artwork by 1000SCHOEN aka ex-
MAEROR TRI-member HELGE SIEHL! 
 

SUB-06 • RLW - Contours Imaginaires  
A terrific 3-track 10" by the prolific german composer RLW. The whole composition is based on only few 
seconds of piano-sounds and vocals (the rest is "imagination") and the track-titles & pieces offer strong 
inter-relations in a complex way. The used sounds develop through imagination & decay ("denaturing 
transformations") and appear in the pieces with different emphases. The "classical" piano-sounds and its 
highly processed permutations are set in contrast with the highly emotional voice-material, like entering a 
convoluted labyrinth of voice-frazzles, drones & fragmented strange sounds......  Being on a microlevel 
("phantasized cell"), judging the decay of shadows. Are these the memories of single cells? The shadow 
of abrasion-processes? The slow decay of imaginations? A fantastic work where conceptual thoughts and 
emotionally driven acoustics merge in a perfect way. Artwork by Oliver Jakobi.  

 

SUB-05 • BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Drone Gnomes 
Acoustic trance by San Francisco's great masters of obscure atmospheric noises... artwork by well-known 
illustrator Mike Dringenberg !!!  Light blue colour vinyl with special marmor-effect, 4-colour covers & 
labels  !   
"...Als ob das gestaltwandlerische, aber doppel-x-chromosomenstarke BCO und seine ungooglebare 
Konstante namens Das bewusst ihre sarkastische und parodistische Neigung gebremst hätten, um dem 
Substantia Innominata-Konzept mit zwei Arc of Infinity-Trips Referenz zu erweisen, einer 
pulsminimalistischen rituellen Session mit accelerierender Percussion und Engelsingsang und einem 
dröhnminimalistischen Tauchgang in die Grey Matter selbst." [Rigobert Dittmann, Bad Alchemy] 
 

available back-catalogue:  
SUB-04: CISFINITUM - Devotio       10"                     tremendous bell-sounds dissolving into pure vibrations by the russian   
                                                                                                               cult project; white vinyl, artwork by Tilman Benninghaus  
SUB-03: NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES - Zona Incerta   10"                last release by the Belgian performance group 
                                                                                   almost undescribable choreography-music based on animal- & field recordings from Africa 
                                                                                   two different vinyl-colours (green-blue and clear); artwork by Mars Wellink (VANCE ORCH) 
SUB-02: ASIA NOVA - Magnamnemonicon    10"    the mind as an abyss of supressed memories; music of loss & yearning for the 
                                                                         unreachable, from the band around URE THRALL;  red-white / pink vinyl, artwork by Gregory Schulz  

 
SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES 
www.substantia-innominata.de // full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de  

 
Build dreaMachines that help us to wake uP ! 


